
Department -of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

'_AUG 3 20097

Attn: Document Control Desk
Director, Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

In a letter dated August 28, 2007, DOE submitted a request for an emergency amendment for the
transport of TRIGA fuel for the. Foreign Research Reactor (FRR) Program. On a conference call
between the NRC and DOE on August 30, 2007, it was pointed out to DOE that the submittal
(which was change pages to the ES-3100 Safety Analysis Report [SARI), did not clearly
delineate the text changes relevant to the request. Therefore, DOE is resubmitting this request,
for an emergency revision of USA/9315/B(U)F-96 for the ES-3 100 shipping container to
authorize transport of TRIGA fuel pellets with cladding, with relevant changes clearly shown.

Criticality safety of the proposed clad TRIGA fuel has been determined to be bound by the bare
fuel models currently approved in Revision 4 of the CoC. Discussions of this bounded scenario
have been added to SAR Section 6, as noted on the attached change pages. Specific changes on
these SAR pages relevant to the request are shown as highlighted text.

Attached you will find change pages to the ES-3 100 SAR (Document No. Y/LF-717, RI) and a
draft mark-up of the CoC. The proposed modification to the TRIGA fuel description is on SAR
page 1-13 (attached). A guide for insertion of these SAR page changes is included.

This mission is essential to the FRR program and can only be successful if the TRIGA fuel is
shipped by mid-September. The shipping packages are on-site in Korea. Therefore, DOE is
requesting an expedited review of this content modification and issuance of a CoC revision by
September 7, 2007.

Ten copies of this letter with the attachment are being delivered to Kimberly J. Hardin, Project
Manager, Licensing Branch, Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation, Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. .

Prmid aih i~k o1 rcc'cle



If you have any questions, please contact me at 301-903-5513.

Sincerely,

i IJames Shuler
Manager, Packaging Certification Program
Safety Management and Operations
Office of Enviro mental Management

Enclosure

cc:
Kimberly J. Hardin, NRC
Joe Bozik, NNSA NA-261
Dana Willaford, DOE ORO
Jeff Arbital, BWXT Y- 12
Steve Sanders, BWXT Y-12
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Docket No. 71-9315 Emergency Revision, TRIGA Fuel Definition

GUIDE TO PAGE CHANGES

Y/LF-717, Rev. 1, page change #5

Volume 1, Front
section

Replace pages i/ii and xix/xx "Page Change" number changed to 5 on title page. Revision log
was updated to show SAR pages affected by modifying the
TRIGA fuel definition.

Volume 1, Section 1 Replace pages 1-13/1-14 and 1-17/1-18 Definition of clad TRIGA fuel option was added on page 1-13.
Convenience can configuration for a long can with TRIGA fuel
was added to Fig. 1.4 on page 1-17.

Volume 1, Section 2 Replace page 2-3/2-4 17.5-inch long convenience can was added as an option on
page 2-4. Note about tack-brazing short cans together was
added on page 2-4.

Volume 2, Front Replace pages i/ii and xix/xx "Page Change" number changed to 5 on title page. Revision log
section was updated to show SAR pages affected by modifying the

TRIGA fuel definition.

Volume 2, Section 6 Replace pages 6-29/6-30, 6-30a/6-30b, Footnotes on Tables 6.2a and 6.2b (page 6-29) were modified to
6-66c/6-66d,. 6-73/6-74, 6-87/6-88, include TRIGA fuel with cladding. Text on pages 6-30a, 6-66c,
6-119/6-119a 6-66d, 6-73, 6-87 and 6-119a was added to discuss details of

the clad TRIGA fuel option. Sentence was deleted in the second
to last paragraph on page 6-30. This sentence was replaced by
the new second paragraph on page 6-30a.

ES-3100 Shipping Container
Y-12 National Security Complex

August 28, 2007
Oak Ridge, TN



Y/LF-717, Rev. 1,9,%ge
Volume 1

SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT,
Y-12 NATIONAL SECURITY COMPLEX,

MODEL ES-3100 PACKAGE WITH BULK HEU CONTENTS

Prepared by the
Oak Ridge Y-12 National Security Complex

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831
Managed by

BWXT Y-12, L.L.C.
for the

U. S. Department of Energy
under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400

Augdsl 28,2007
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REVISION LOG

SAR
Date Revision Description Affected Pages

No.

38407 0 Original issue All

08/15/05 0, Page Page changes resulting from title page, iv, xxiii, 1-4, 1-145, 2-2,
Change I Responses to Request for Additional 2-3, 2-6, 2-31, 2-32, 2-33, 2-34,

Information #1, Y/LF-747. 2-57, 2-59, 2-61, 2-107, 2-125,
2-131, 2-171, 2-173, 2-181, 2-183,
2-185, 2-186, 2-189, 2-367, 2-458,
2-675, 8-8, 8-9, 8-31

38753 0, Page Page changes resulting from
Change 2 Responses to Request for Additional All Sections

Information #2, Y/LF-761.

38795 0, Page Page changes resulting from 1.38, 1.48, Appendix 1.4.1, 2-120,
Change 3 Responses to Request for Additional Table 6.4

Information #3, Y/LF-764.

38844 0, Page Added polyethylene bottles and Various pages in chapters 1, 2, 3
Change 4 nickel alloy cans as convenience and 4.

containers for authorized HEU
contents. (CoC Revision 1)

08/21/06 0, Page Revised equipment specifications for Appendices 1.4.4 and 1.4.5.
Change 5 Kaolite and 277-4 neutron absorber.

(CoC Revision 3)

11/15/06 1 Updated definition of pyrophoric All Sections
uranium.
Evaluated air transport.
Revised criticality safety calculations
to remove bias correct, factors.
Added a CSI option of 3.2.
Increased mass of off-gassing
material allowed in containment
vessel.
Increased carbon concentration in
HEU contents.
Increased Np-237 concentration is
LHEU contents.
Added uranium zirconium hydride
and uranium carbide as contents
(TRIGA fuel).
Revised equipment specifications for
277-4 neuitron absorber. (CoC
Revision 3)

xix
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SAR
Date Revision Description . Affected Pages.

No.

3/29/07 1, Page Updated definition of TRIGA fuel for title pages, viii, xi, xx, 1-12, 1-13,
Change I air transport and added TRIGA- 1-20, 6-30, 6-54, 6-64, 6-66, 6-87,

related criticality safety cases. 6-119, 6-240 to 6-286, 6-385 to end

5/31/07 1, Page Revised SAR in response to RAIs title paged, xiii, xx, Section 1 and
Change 2 dated May 9, 2007 in reference to Section 6

CoC Revision 4

6/30/07 1, Page Revised SAR in response to RAIs title pages, table of contents,
Change 3 dated May 9, 2007 in reference to Section 1, and Section 7

CoC Revision 5

7/31/07 1, Page Removed oxidation as an option for title pages, xx, 1412, 1-201, 1-203,
Change 4 treating pyrphoric uranium metal 1-212, 2-26, 7-4

8/2 8/07 I I....age. . M odified I l..A. f e GAilkon :di it) !lilu \

Chailge ~5incilide pelilets Withi dddiIng 6-30a, 6&6c. 6-64d, 6-73 66-87.
1-l9a

Note on revisions: Latest revision is shown as:

o Additions or changes are indicated by highlighted text
o Deletions are indicated by a mark in the margin
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'T I(W A hiel may: beshi 1d-ifaicriipkei fumel emeientsoir• as I ?rtlifliel plellets (it semhled). bot
of 'Miidh shialili poAk int oveih £spr to shlipmlent. Conivenlienic cins of 4:2S;iniclld (iilneter,
1•3)hious leIthJs shall be useidluel pellets loaded. iwoto&d•cif ence c1ans shall be [p it 55 inches il lengthl

1j11Tlheligth) an1d no more than lthreeý 11ull-lengtlh pcllels shall be loaded into a convenience cmn• •fr•iedtfiel
rods aieý cidadJuel pe1!ek luid cmw he up to 15 iniches ýii length (Il lflt11 i onthjt~le filel section f~I -tn obll i('
elemen), (laddinig ma1"terial is tanls ofe~ ýilllibidlmi 0rn1 the fuel se i on YRL 1 Ahe ei~i
is aflcmdlo 110 b". di~ppe 0ig. I -V). loNNever'Ilhere fflai heý1ý-skluaýl cliidldinv up1 to ~/ind inc ill ength ',t, either
elld1 0; theL6m1ed httA iod Ulip o thive 1ýii5nhlong be loaded into asinigle 17-5
ink~lltonu Comelliernce canl 101 shiippjing ( Hg 1 ) MaNnum-Jiloatdillp 6Ilbare fi&lel ellet., ilnd crimlped fu~el
.elele tshzlll a he iel eleiciiit equko lýe pe I S-,100 (oniiiunment v:swl Only 70% enriched TRIGA
fuel will be shipped. For SFEs and FTCs, the maximumiallowable loading is 408 g 231U per package, and for
FFCRs, the maximum allowable loading is 336 g 211U per package. No spacer cans are required.

Air Transport

Contents for air transport of the ES-3 100 shall include HEU in the form of unirradiated TRIGA fuel
pellets o !rriped tfeI e•l•nienis• The characteristics of the air transport contents shall be similar to the ground
transport contents, but the fissile loading per package will be as follows:

TRIGA fuel elements anid pellets•.: 3 ftiel eleenieul& jwialence per package. -Fuel shall be 70%
enriched and in the form of SFEs, FTCs, and FFCRs. Maximum fissile loading for SFEs and FTCs
shall be 408 g 235U per package, and for FFCRs, the maximum allowable load shall be 336 g 23U per
package.

1.2.3.1 Radioactive/fissile constituents

Fissile material mass loading limits for the contents of the ES-3 100, as determined by criticality
analyses, are presented in Table 1.3 (for ground transport only). For the ES-3 100 package with bulk HEU
content, the maximum number of A2s is 294.00 (at 70 years) and the maximum activity is 0.3243 Tbq (at 10
years) [Table 4.4].

1.2.3.2 Chemical and physical form

The fissile material contents are in solid (HEU metal, alloy, or TRIGA fuel), crystalline (UNX) or
powder (HEU oxide) form. Some moisture (up to 6 wt.%) may be present in the HEU oxide material, thereby
making the oxide content clump together.

1.2.3.3 Reflectors, absorbers, and moderators

The reflectors, absorbers, and moderators present in the ES-3100 package are those associated with

the materials of construction. For example, the thermal insulation acts as a neutron reflector to the contents
of a single package and as a neutron moderator in an array of packages. The degree of neutron moderation
is a function of the hydrogen •content in the Kaolite 1600 and 277-4 materials. The stainless-steel materials
of the containment vessel and the drum also act as neutron reflectors to thez contents of a single package but

act as neutron absorbers in an array of packages. The nuclear properties of the materials of construction and
of the contents are important and have been taken into account in the criticality safety evaluation (Sect. 6).
In addition to the materials of construction in the ES-3100 shipping package mentioned above, the 277-4

material has been specifically added to the ES-3100 package for the. purpose of enhancing the neutron
absorption characteristics for safety purposes (see Sect. 6 for additional discussion of the neutron-absorbing
characteristics of this material).
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Table 13. Authorized content a and fissile mass loading limits bc for ground transport

Content .277-4 Noca sppaer;rs,-
Contenten N1 spaeU s can spacers,'

description Enrichment CSI . 23 U (g)

Cylinder A • 100% 0 15 25.000
Solid HEU metal Cylinder B • 100% 0 18 .30.000

or alloy Square bars 100% 0 1i8 /30.000
(specified
geometric Slugs > 80% .0 18.286 25.601

shap'es)e Slugs •80% 0 18.286 29.333
Slugs • 95% 0.4 Can spacers req'dd 34.766

> 95%, < 100% 0 Can spacers req'd 2.774

0.4 Can spacers req'd 5.549

0.8 Can spacers req'd 9.248

2 Can spacers req'd 13.872
3.2 - Can spacers req'd 24.969

> 90%, <95% 0.0 Can spacers req'd . 3.516

0.4 Can spacers req'd 6.154

0.8 . Can spacers req'd 10.549

Broken HEU metal or alloy 2 Can spacers req'd 18.461

3.2 Can spacers req'd 26.373
> 80%, <90% 0.0 Can spacers req'd 3.333

0.4 Can spacers req'd 7.500
0.8 Can spacers req'd 12.500

2 Can spacers req'd 20.000
3.2 Can spacers req'd 28.334

> 70%,._< 80% 0.0 2.967 4.450

0.4 5.192 8.900
0.8 8.900 16.317

2 17.059 25.218

3.2 27.692 28.184
> 60%,• 70% 0 3.249 5.198

0.4 5.848 12.996
0.8 13.646 20.793

2.0 21.444 24.692
3.2 24.692 24.692

60% 0.0 5.576 kgU 11.154 kgU

0.4 14..872 kgU 28.81.3 kgU

0.8 28.814 kgU 35.320 kgU

2 35.320 kgU 35.320 kgU

3.2 35.320 kgU 35.320 kgU

HEU oxide > 20%, •100% 0.0 21.124' Spacer not ýreq'd

UNX crystals, > 20%, • 100% 0 3.768 Spacer not req'd

UNX crystals '9 > 20%, • 100% 0.4 11.303 r Spacer not. req'd

TRIGA fuel 70, % 0 0.408 Spacer not req'd

0

d

HEU in solution form is not permitted for shipment in the ES-3 100.
All limits are expressed in kg .. U unless otherwise indicated.
Mass loadings cannot be rounded up.
277-4 can spacers as described on Drawing No. .M2E801580A026 (Appendix 1.4.8).
Geometries of solid shapes ýare as follows:
- Cylinder A is larger than 3.24 in. diameter but no larger than 4.25 in. diameter: maximum of 1 cylinder per can.
- Cylinder B is no larger than 3.24 in. diameter: maximum of I cylinder per can.
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Six Nickel Cans
03.0" x 4.75" Tall

Three Poly Bottles
o4.94" x 8.7" Tall

Three Teflon Bottles
o4.69" x 9.4" Tall

One C,-M
), I fall

ane etý can

Fig. 1.4. Typical shipping configurations inside the ES-3100 containment vessel (continued).
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maximum gross shippingweight of the ES-3100 package with any proposed content is 187.81 kg (414.05 lb)
[Table 2.8]. The total weight of the tested ES-3100 units ranged from 157.4 to 203.7 kg (347 to 449 lb)

The weight of HEU contents in the ES-3 100 shipping package is limited.to 35.2 kg (77.60 Ib). This
limit has been established as a bounding case for the maximum structural, thermal, and containment limit for
the package.. A-minimum HEU content weight of 2.77 kg (6.11 Ib)has been established as the lower bounding
case for the maximum structural, thermal, and containment limit for the package. This zminimum content
weight corresponds to .the lowest simulated payload weight used dufing the prototype testing of the ES-3 100
package. Actual mass restrictions for the various contents based. on the criticality analyses are listed in Table
1.3. The maximum allowable payload, weight of any configuration; including packing components

(convenienceýcans and bottles, polyethylene bags, silicone pads, can: spacers, etc.), is 40.82 kg (90 ib). The
maximum weight of off-gassing material in the containment vessel for any shipping configuration
(polyethylene: bags and bottles, Teflon bottles, silicone pads) is.limited to 1500 g. ES-3 100 shipping package
weights are discussed in greater detail in Sect. 2 and are °broken down into individual component weights in
Tables 2.8 and 2.9.

The payload weight (including convenience cans, silicone rubber pads, can spacers, and the HEU
mockup) used in the ES-3 100 package tests ranged from a minimum of 3.6 kg (8 lb) to a Thaximum of 50.3
kg (111 lb).

1.2.3.7 Maximum decay heat

As shown in Sect. 3.1.2, the conservatively calculated maximum heat generation rate of the contents
is approximately 0.4 W. The ES-3 100 package was designed for a maximum heat load of 20 W. Thermal
analyses have been performed assuming heat sources of 0.4, 20, and 30 W in the ES-3 100 containment vessel
(Appendix 3.6.2).

1.2.3.8 Loading restrictions

Loading restrictions based upon the results of the criticality safety calculations presented in Sect. 6.2.4
and additional limitations on packing materials outlined in Sect. 3 are as follows:

(1) HEU fissile material to be shipped in the ES-3 100 package must be placed in stainless-steel, tin-plated
carbon steel or nickel alloy convenience cans, polyethylene bottles, or Teflon bottles. Convenience
containers used in, the ES-3 100 package must have an outer diameter less than or equal to 12.7 cm
(5 in.). The height can vary up to the full internal height of the containment vessel or 78.74 cm (31
in.). Any closure on the convenience can is allowed.

(2) Any combination of convenience cans is allowed in a single package, as long as the total height
(including silicone rubber pads and can spacers, if required) does not exceed the inside working height
of the containment vessel (approximately 31 in.).

(3) In situations where empty convenience cans are shipped in the package, they must be placed on top
of the loaded cans, and a minimum 0.32-cm (0.125-in.)-diam hole must be placed through the lid to
prevent over pressurization of the can.

(4) The concentration of uranium isotopes in the content is limited as shown in Table 1.1.

(5) For pyrophoric considerations, HEU metal or alloy pieces must have a specific area not greater than
I cm2/g or must not pass through a 3/8-in. mesh sieve (or 0.95 cm). Incidental small: pieces that do
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by two stainless-steel data plates. The data plate lettering and mounting requirements on the drum are shown
on Drawings M2E801 5 80A0 10 and M2E801 508A031 (Appendix 1.4.8), respectively. Painting and marking
requirements for the drum are shown on Drawing M2E801508A001 (Appendix 1.4.8). Two lugs are welded
to the mid inner liner and project through the drum lid at assembly. Each lug has a 0.953-cm
(0.38-in.)-diameter hole through which a tamper-indicating device (TID) can be threaded.

The volume between the drum and mid-liner is filled with a lightweight noncombustible cast
refractory material called Kaolite 1600. The top plug is also filled with this material and represents the
thermal insulation and impact limiting barrier. The material is composed of portland cement, water, and
vermiculite and has an average density of 358.8 kg/m3 (22.4 lb/ft). The procedure for manufacturing and
documenting the installation of this material, JS-YMN3-801 580-A003 (Appendix 1.4.4), is referenced on
Drawings M2E801580A002 and M2E801580A008 (Appendix 1.4.8) for the drum assembly weldment and
top plug weldment, respectively. The insulation has a maximum continuous service temperature limit of
871 'C (1 600'F) due to the presence of-the vermiculite and portland cement.

The volume between the most internal liner and the mid-liner is filled with a noncombustible cast
neutron absorber (poison) material from Thermo Electronic Corp. called Cat 277-4. The material is a high
alumina borated concrete composed of aluminum, magnesium, calcium, boron, carbon, silicon, sulfur,
sodium, iron and water. The final mixture has an average density of 1681.9 kg/m3 (105 lb/ft3). The
procedure for manufacturing and documenting the installation of this material, JS-YMN3-801580-AO05
(Appendix 1.4.5), is referenced on Drawing M2E801580A002 (Appendix 1.4.8). This neutron absorber
material has a maximum continuous service temperature limit of 150 0C (302°F) in order to retain the bound
mass of water in the final cured mixture for subcriticality control.

The top plug is fabricated in accordance with Drawing M2E801580A008 with an overall diameter
of 36.50 cm (14.37 in.) and a height of 13.41 cm (5.28 in.). The plug's rim, bottom sheet, and top sheet are
fabricated from 0.1 5-cm (16-gauge, 0.0598-in.) thick Type304/304L stainless-steel sheet per ASME SA240.
Four lifting inserts are welded into the top sheet for loading and unloading operations. The internal volume
of the top plug is filled with Kaolite 1600 in accordance with JS-YMN3-801580-A003, Appendix 1.4.4.

Three silicone rubber pads complete the drum assembly. One pad is placed on the bottom of the
most internal liner to support the containment vessel during transport. Another pad is placed on the top shelf
of the mid-liner to support the top plug during transport. The final plug is placed over the top of the
containment vessel during transport. The pads are molded to the shapes as defined on
Drawing M2E801580A009 (Appendix 1.4.8). The material is silicone rubber with a Shore A durometer
reading of 22 ±5.

2.1.1.2 Containment boundary

The containment vessel's body, lid assembly, and inner O-ring provide the containment boundary
(Fig. 1.3). Two methods of fabrication may be used to fabricate the containment vessel body of the ES-3 100
package as shown on Drawing M2E8015 80A0 12 (Appendix 1.4.8). The first method uses a standard 5-in.,
schedule 40 stainless-steel pipe per ASME SA-312 Type TP304L, a machined flat-head bottom forging per
ASME SA- 182 Type F304L, and a machined top flange forging per ASME SA- 182 Type F304L. The
nominal outside diameter of the 5-in schedule 40 pipe is machined to match the nominal wall thickness of
0.100 in. Each of these pieces is joined with circumferential welds as shown on sheet 2 of
Drawing M2E801580A0 12 (Appendix 1.4.8). The top flange is machined to match the schedule 5-in. pipe,
to provide two concentric half-dove tailed O-ring grooves in the flat face, to provide locations for two 18-8
stainless-steel dowelpins, and to provide the threaded portion for closure using the lid assembly. The second
method of fabrication uses forging, flow forming, or metal spinning to create the complete body (flat bottom,
cylindrical body, and flange) from a single forged billet or bar with final material properties in accordance with
ASME SA-1 82 Type F304L. The top flange area using this fabrication technique is machined identically to
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0
that of the welded forging method. The lid assembly, which completes the containment boundary structure,
consists of a sealing lid, closure nut, and external retaining ring (Drawing M2E801580A014, Appendix 1.4.8).
The contain•men't vess'elsea'in'gi id (Drawing M2E801580A015,Appen.ndix '1.48) is' mach"ined from Type 30-4
stainless-steel bar with finalmaterial properties in accordance with ASME SA-479. The containment vessel
closure nut.(Drawing M2E801580A016, Appendix 1.4.8) is machined from a Nitronic 60 stainless-steel bar
with material properties in accordance with ASME SA-479. These two components are held together using
a WSM-400-S02 external retaining ring made from Type 302 stainless steel. The sealing lid is further
machined to accept a /8- 16 swivel hoist ring bolt to facilitate loading and unloading, to provide a leak-check
port between the elastomeric O-rings, and notched along the perimeter to engage two dowel pins. The lid
assembly, with the O-rings in place on the body, are joined together by torquing the closure nut and sealing
lid assembly to 162.70 ± 6.78 N'm (120 ± 5 ft-lb). The sealing lid portion of the assembly is restrained from
rotating during this torquing operation by the two dowel pins installed in the body flange. An evacuation
port is located between the O-rings in the containment vessel to facilitate a pressure rise or drop leakage
test following assembly or 10 CFR 71 compliance testing. This port is sealed during transport using a
modified VCO threaded plug. Only the inner O-ring is considered a part of the containment boundary.

There are no penetrations of, connections to, or fittings, for the sealed containment boundary. To
meet the requirements for package certification, the containment boundary must remain intact during all
conditions of transport. This integrity must be demonstrated by test or other acceptable methodology for
NCT and Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAG) as described in 10 CFR 71.

2.1.1.3 Packaging Materials

Contents will be packed in various size convenience cans made of stainless steel, tin-plated carbon
steel, or nickel-alloy, and polyethylene bottles or Teflon FEP bottles. The cans shall have a diameter of
•< 12.7 cm (5 in.) and heights of _•44.5 c'(•17n.5 in). Any combination of these cans shall be allowed in a
single package, as long as the total length of the can stack (with spacers and~pads as required) does not
exceed the inside working height of the containment vessel (31 in.). Any closure on the convenience can is
allowed. Muhlip! ehs!l Icansi may beauik"v brazed togegiter. The polyethylene bottles have a diameter of
-12.54 cm (4.94 in.) and a height of -22.1 cm (8.7 in.). A total of three polyethylene bottles may be loaded
into the containment vessel. The Teflon FEP bottles have a diameter of- 11.91 cm (4.69 in.) and a height
of - 23.88 cm (9.4 in.). A total of three Teflon FEP bottles may be loaded into the containment vessel.
Polyethylene bags may be used inside or outside any convenience can or bottle. In some packing
arrangements, silicone rubber pads will be used between convenience cans. Also, some arrangements will
require spacers between cans. These spacers are thin stainless-steel cans filled with the noncombustible cast
neutron poison. Each convenience can and spacer is equipped with a stainless-steel band clamp and nylon
coated wire for loading and unloading operations. The spacers are -10.11 cm (3.98-in.) in diameter by 4.45
cm (1.75 in.) in height and a maximum weight -0.58 kg (1.27 lb). In order to minimize displacement of
convenience containers during transport, stainless-steel scrubbers or polyethylene bags may be added on top
of the last can, or bottle in the containment vessel. If partial loading configurations are employed and empty
cans or bottles are used, these empty cans or bottles will be loaded last and will require a minimum 0.32 cm
(1/a in.) diameter hole to be placed through the lid.

2.1.2 Design Criteria

2.1.2.1 General standards for all packages

The general design standards for all packages in accordance with 10 CFR 71.43(a) through (e), (g)
and (h) are addressed in the following paragraphs.
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REVISION LOG

rSAR
Date Revision Description Affected Pages

_No.

38407 0 Original issue All

08/15/05 0, Page Page changes resulting from title page, iv, xxiii, 1-4, 1-145, 2-2,
Change 1 Responses to Request for Additional 2-3, 2-6, 2-31, 2-32, 2-33, 2-34,

Information #1, Y/LF-747. 2-57, 2-59, 2-61, 2-107, 2-125,
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o
Table 6.2a. HEU fissile material mass loading limits for surface-only modes of transportation (cont.)

0

HEU oxide and UNX crystals ...............__ _..... ...._ _

Transport index based on HIEU product oxide, HEU skull oxide, UNX crystals, unirradiated TRIGA fuel
•.fnuclear critica.ity control no.can spacers no can spacers no can spacers - elementS, no canSpacers¢ .

'__...._enr. -20% " efir. =70%

CSI =0.0 21,124g 235U 15,675g 235U and 92 1g C 3,768g 235U 921g9 35U 408g 235.U

CSI =.04 . .__ ___...... . .... 11i,303g 235U

b
When can spacers are not used, "N" = 100 (wt % 235U). and the mass limit = 8.286g 235U.
When can spacers are used, "N" = 95 (wt % 235U). and the mass limit = 34,766g 235U. For enrichments >95 wt % 235U..the lower mass limit of 25,601g 235U applies.

irg >oi , 'ransp•T"• IC, •A mra.or fteh fuel s-.-)il1o ••,*mets- per loaded cowvei i'ence • •n anid tip to -- liiiadecans pt'r

rpcLŽ,e. PicTRIG,\ fue I Comnt~n may ao - nfiýiku-~dL a-, zad fiuel rods. each rd driedfrom.n asin- -3'RIA fi lel :iintA45ih'o4d nst>f
ýtnce_ fiie1 pellets and an exterijor sheat olfkad, where prnruing cla a a~4 chend has beein cimpcdin. CladCue'~ ros"t__ýaclit ovninecn.wt

a maxmiium, of three fuel rods per loaded convenienc a- an~d one~ ioad canpr containment veýsc1

Table 6.2b. HEU fissile material mass loading limits for air.transport mode of transportation

Solid HEU metal of specified geometric shapes ___

With/without can spacers cylinders cylinders bars slugs
_With/without__anspacers_ (d = 3,24,in.) (3.24 < d < 4.25 in.) bars _slugs _ _

Qne per c nvenienceq 700g 23 700g u 700g 235U 700g 2 35U

Solid HEU metal of unspecified geometric shapes characterized as broken metal

With/without can spacers 20% < enr. • 100% 19% < enr. !20% Nat.U. < enr. ! 19%

not allowed 3,500g Uranium . not allowed

HEU oxide, UNX crystals, unirradiated TRIGA fuel elements

With/withoutcan cspacersm HEU product oxide HEU skull oxide UNX crystals unirradiated TRIGA

.1Ienr. 20% enrl = 70%

Threei' per convenience can.. not allowed, not allowed not allowed 716g 235U 408g 235U

o for air transpvort. TRIGAI reacTar ueI elemni~tcontent w~i heliited to fujelsýcnoi~ns or cldfel-rods as descibed foisvutface-oniIv moe t!-!sqtio~
faloorne 'C'of Table 6.2a and th rs-,;le niass un it.ecfq been hccrimr iiig
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6.2 PACKAGE CONTENTS

The package content is defined as the HEU fissile material, bottles, convenience cans, canned
spacers, can pads, and the associated packing materials (plastic bags, pads, tape, etc.) inside the
ES-3 100 containment vessel.

6.2.1 Fissile Material Contents

The per-package HEU mass loadings considered in the criticality evaluation range from 1000 to
36,000 g for uranium metal and from 1000 to 24,000 g for uranium oxide and UNX crystals. The HEU mass
may include nonradioactive contaminants and trace elements or materials in the HEU.

The bounding types of HEU content evaluated in this criticality analysis are 4.25-in.- and
3.24-in.-diam cylinders; 2.29-in.-square bars; 1.5-in.-diam x 2-in.-tall slugs; cubes ranging from 0.25 to I in.
on a side; broken metal pieces of unspecified geometric shapes; skull oxide; uranium oxide; UNX crystals;
and unirradiated TRIGA reactor fuel elements.

The term "broken metal pieces" is used to describe an HEU content without restrictions on shape
or size other than a minimum size limit (spontaneous ignition), a maximum mass limit (criticality control),
a minimum enrichment (the lower limit for HEU at 19 wt % 235U in uranium), and the capacity limits of the
convenience cans. The content geometry envelope encompasses regular, uniform shapes and sizes as well
as irregular shapes and sizes.

The density of HEU metal ranges from 18.811 to 19.003 g/cm 3 for HEU metal, corresponding to
enrichments ranging from 100 to 19 wt % 235U. Theoretical (crystalline) densities for HEU oxide are
10.96 g/cm3, 8.30 g/cm3 , and 7.29 g/cm3 for U0 2, U30 8, and U0 3, respectively. However, bulk densities for
product oxide are typically on the order of 6.54 g/cm 3; therefore, only "less-than-theoretical" mass loadings
would actually be achieved. Skull oxides are a mixture ofU 30 8 and graphite, having densities on the order
of 2.44 g/cm 3 for poured material and 2.78 g/cm3 for tapped material. Combined water saturation and
crystallization of the HEU oxide is not expected in the HAC because U0 2 and U0 3 are non-hygroscopic and
U.08.is only mildly hygroscopic. The density of UNX crystals varies depending on the degree of hydration.
The most reactive form of U0 2(N0 3)exH2O is with 6 molecules of hydration, having a density of 2.79 g/cm 3.
I "NX crystals are highly soluble in nitric acid and mildly soluble in water. Dissolution of UNX crystals in
water is assumed inthis criticality evaluation. The content geometry envelope encompasses both regular,
uniform clumps and densities, and irregular clumps and densities.

The approximate 40 stock items of TRIGA fuel are cataloged as one of the four basic types: a
standard element, an instrumented element, a fuel follower control rod, or a cluster assembly. The active
region of TRIGA element consists of three 5-in long sections "fuel meats" of uranium zirconium hydride
(UZrHx). The "x" in UZrHx equals 1.6 in all cases except for two stock items where x = equals 1.0 and the
fissile content is < 40 g 235U. The clad thickness is -0.02 inches for a TRIGA fuel element with stainless
steel cladding and .-0.03 inches for an element with aluminum cladding.

Solid form TRIGA fuel is either 20 or 70 wt % enriched in 2..5U and has specific dimensional
characteristics for its designed function. For the 20 wt % enriched TRIGA elements, the active fuel
diameters are 1.44 in., 1.41 in., 1.40 in., 1.37 in., 1.34 in., or 1.31 in. The uranium weight fractions are
45 wt %, 30 wt %, 20 wt %, 12 wt %, and 8.5 wt %. The TRIGA element with a maximum fissile content
of 307 g 235U in 1,560 g U is 45 wt/o U in UZrHx and has a computed density of-8.6 g/cm3
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(Appendix 6.9.3.1). For the 70 wt % enriched TRIGA fuel, the active fuel diameter is 1.44 inches in the
standard element and instrumented element, and 1.31 inches in the fuel follower control rod. Both the
standard elementand instrument-ed elements contain '-136 g't35 U-in 1-94" gUw"w-h•ile the fueI follower- control
rod contains -113. g 231U in 162 g U. The 70 wt % enriched TRIGA fuel is 8.5 wt%/o U in UZrHx and has a
computed density of-5.7 g/cr 3 (Appendix 6.9.3. 1).

IIn pIepvaratwn" fill silpwent inl the r-S 3100 thle unii~i~rai iid lklR A iA cl elenicnii na heb
disassenfbfled ýnnd the fuel weiAlou ieiiioved froiri the thlwll Ladding. The IRIOA fiel also bk

~ontigurdck as, kdad 1fuell itod' Faich clad fueýl rod will bh derivekd fhrom asingk; TRlGA,\fitel elenient hy
rhivalllý otli testainless, ýc ste IMii aluii1in c:Ilad heý2and thle plelim lji eivtiipCI ik)II, axial ds offhfie~cWh
filel sei~toin Fa1 ý Ic in)(11 long" rod Conlsists ol 1th'.. 3 fuel pellt ilild ý1i1 e\Terior slie9Jlh ol Jad.Lik rl~~ thecl
t)pmitruding dlid atl each elld thas beoen ciimped inl

'Ihle O020 ill Ilick sheath~l of stiinless sltel Lllad Idsk -79 g to~h 11C 11is of tile actilfu libr1Ihe
slailldardvellemeno 0ntiuene Celement w"ith 1 48ih Ill, klladiamcte, andit 163 p toactivc 'H21ieiiisL tb
tile fi'etlcl 01 contrlol ro)d \ý 111th _1 iSin overall dihe~ A l ,iiiwa cctorI 'io r id aslýl

C1.11II)C Ol ýciei fteCa ' Ii'Od addJs II 11 in) If staila1sta es steelto11fw 11otjs IkN 11ýOA

inl thick Aheath mitihi inni clad adds , ~90 g t fic.ms ltl ýIll ta filel l~ ,.4 7 illdiaiiiter standiild(
elenien wr ilsnstruented elenient:'AlkJýaiwe for 1/2 it). of residwal sta~lesssellcrim~ped 'on~ each. etid of
tile clad Ifueln id adds -6 lni n

Skull oxides, uranium alloys of aluminum or molybdenum, and unirradiated TRIGA reactor fuel
elements are evaluated where composition data is for material in the as-manufactured condition. A maximum
*enrichment of 100 wt % is used for HEU metal, oxide and UTNX crystals in the criticality calculations strictly
for the purpose of maximizing reactivity, even though HEU enrichment ranges from 19 to 97.7 wt % ...U .
Although. mass loading limits for oxide and crystals are based on. 100% enrichment, the actual enrichment
is expected to be les's than the stated maximum, with the remainder of the uranium being primarily "3 U. The
HEU mass may also include nonradioactive contaminants and trace elements or materials in the HEU.

No intact weapon part or component will be shipped in this package. Weapon parts or components
that have been reduced to "broken metal pieces" or processed into HEU oxide and meet the additional
content requirements identified in Sect. 6.2.4 can be shipped in this package.
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Cases~ncsrtriga7Ol1l1 1through ncsrtriga7O 1_15,15 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-20b) represent
the 70 % enriched TRIGA fuel content in a flooded ES-3100 package, reflected by 30.48 cm of water.
Comparison of results for these cases with results for the 20 % enriched TRIGA fuel (Cases ncsrtriga_1_1_1
through ncsririga_1_15_15) confirm that the 20 % enriched TRIGA fuel is the bounding content.

Cases ncsrT70_131_1_1_15 through ncsrT7O_131_1_15_15 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-20c)
represent the 1.31 in. diameter TRIGA fuel content in a flooded ES-3 100 package, reflected by 30.48 cm of
water. Comparison of results for these cases with results for the larger 1.44 in. diameter TRIGA fuel content
(Cases ncsrtriga70 1_1_1 through ncsrtriga70ll 5_15) confirm that the 1.44 in. diameter TRIGA fuel is
the bounding content.

10 CFR 71.55(d)(2) requires the geometric form of a package's content not be substantially altered
under the NCT. Also, 10 C FR 7155(e)(1) requires that the package be adequately subcritical under HAC with
the package contents in the most reactive credible configuration. However, conclusions about damage to the
fuel content can not be extrapolated from test data because a mock (test weight) content rather than actual
TRIGA content is evaluated inthe NCT and HAC tests of 10 CFR 71.71 and 10 CFR 71.73. Consequently,
one way for addressing these requirements is to model the content in an extremely damaged condition and
make a determination of subcriticality through a series of criticality calculations. Cases ncsrt55d2 1_1_15
through ncsrt55d2_1_15_15 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-20d) represent TRIGA fuel content homogenized
with variable density water over the free volume of the containment vessel, where the ES-3 100 packaging is
flooded and reflected by 30.48 cm of water. The variable density water ranges from the dry containment
condition to the fully flooded condition. Credit for physical integrity of the content is not taken in this set of
cases which model the substantially altered content. The calculation results in Table 6.9.6-20d indicate
extremely. damaged content (Case nesrt55d2_1_15_15 With keff+ 2o = 0.611) is more reactive than the
unaltered configuration (Case ncsrtriga_ 115 15 with keff + 2a = 0.403). Nevertheless, both cases are
adequately below the USL of 0.925 and the requirement of 10 CFR 71.55(d)(2) is satisfied. Given that
changes external to the containment vessel due to the HAC do not result in an appreciable change in the
nuetron multiplication for the single package, similar results are'expected for the cases demonstrating
compliance with 10 CFR 7155(e)(l).

Th eshippiig, onfiguratnio r o disassembledTRiRKbv A fuel ad issed in this s Ist n jot isnte il5
petmissible shippi0p g coonfigurationll 4doiTRIGA fuelii the LS 100, TRIC;A fuel may also be colfigied ais
Oad fuel rn~d- (Appiidix 0.9 3. 1.). lah 15 iii lonig, rod is derived froiii ;Isitiple ~1 RIGA fuel element ie.
clad fuiel rod consists of t'hte 3 el pellets mad the extero- sheatavmh oI sta 0ss I stl or lu cilum dad. ( G
fuiel rods aire paiclked miio siaanless steel or" tin p~l~ltedL~i stlbolýeel conveniellee tals with11 a maliximlum ofthe
iiiel wds pI~e loaIdet Collveni enle Lan This shippinig C~onfiguration requirvs that onlyN onle clvlilc i
is loaded\N)Ii :1,id NOd ro&d,

1-xýkepl IbOr a 0.0-1 ian. thicK ýIieath of ste Flad added to the exlerior Su~rface of thle 1.41--11 6
ea ckctijoiv mlodel 1,1 ltoi tlJji,~d fuel rod~ coifionratioiiI, swe4~i~iiy thesaniý as tile CT Sliippilig

~~jguroifr~~~model forl A~~~k TlAil:A0,02 iii tkIII (4i1ineIIted,ýIC iiufiiiw
; sil V\i11! ýIV WI,?Sjlhraiited iwigi 6,21 (~ TS '7l ) simlIcss teeliji t11 io evetlaI'ý1cfil thl Akne~os
acts* fls ai nWO1roilabsorb1,r,f c rl ltlý I V1%(lie lo &tXilrtp mutilpl t~ijorlt imcreise floill
lleltrol rcle9 Itaoll h)~he staine steel''I lTit: '1CT "diippi~q, coffgunitionmodel tfor Ias IiblelOl6
fuel isb6oul)dihg. The Sonme fipplies for T'Rl(A hiel\\jih aluiiiiiiiiii clad.

A hlieul rod NNiih] 1,44 in dialmelel kle I~let oli8) 2-12. g ý /I H3 (Ajpleidu- 691 ~3) and
147) 1() 91 gof stairnfrsý sicel. St iess mid,, In ýiýis i'a'e as aineiutr ýho ih i iioc e-i' leel as

TRIGAllQ InilsWhetvsta Steel Is izev;ith ,tle UIZI-H1, ils ill ibc c:aliilatiiiitn model for
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package contentl jivi 'e'ýrellek i lnlh a ged ~conditionl [t,0 kR 71-.550(2X) andlý 10 CFIR 71 55(e)(IJ 11)L~th
staiIless slee!Idf , I aIseIore cfl~c I as a-neuion aI)sorbefIItsm ever, the ;rnioIIoI sianl&s stee ýCdded Id

ater plks'c(Iis not epecte tI 10 I Lsts11 lk I gn|ficIIfec o neunnI l! n I ii)j4 TIm, ht sItie
HI h ion _ mode! crr- 1 saoSioiiio mJ Ifuliarelfb uel mews- btiii diingi

A clad hiel rold W Ith hJiI In, diameitcerl lelletis Lcontaiis2. 1 98 g I /l ind a -d to1 96Lg
tumin•uiil, While alUminum ) 11 s to ,cla 1s n euton nsaer ll0s pre iln the I RIOA f iieinentrp!ii
wNater mloderillor Otherý ýý se J~l -st inl theý goerconfiguriattroi olf rRlGA dI'iie Is. ý ah>nwuwoCl~,fluini n ini added ........... eand water dispeis not sum Lent to have a statistieally, sign 1 h a| a t r_ n i

iii lti jfic~mion. Thius thet I],,\ slip1-oniuainmodel brds srikdTIi fe sls on

The TRIGA content is to be transported by air; consequently, additional discussion is included in
Sect. 6.7.

The 1.5-in.-diam x 2-in.-tall slugs may be packed up to ten items per press-fit lid type convenience
can and up to twelve items per crimp-lid type convenience can. With nominal dimensions, each slug weighs
-1,090 g. With + 1 /16 in. tolerance on both the diameter and height, each slug in the calculation model weighs

1291 g. As described in Appendix 6.9.1, different arrangements of slugs in the convenience cans are
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configuration (Case nciatriga_1_15_3 with kff+ 2a = 0.442). Nevertheless, both cases are adequately below
the USL of 0.925 and the requirement of 10 CFR 71.55(d)(2) is satisfied. Given thatchanges external to the
containment vessel due to .the HAC do not result in an appreciable change in the neutron multiplication for
the an array of .packages, similar results are expected for the cases demonstrating compliance with
10 CFR 7155(e)(1).

f T)!R I1 f 0IJýl an i fi~f(l•) ioNd4, thet: 6mti of Iciad added (StaYiess•I eesel &a j Iu
absorhc r eoaliminum as a rIeutron scatterfnk d ) co -1on(1 I out O• ate' mo0 !•atkr:displaced h:t11
'Jad is 11ole~ectd Io h1;1\ Slaslai,:l ti ý21ihi11y iift8t1c16A OndhL ,aciawkiih I~ lw, lhs<Iie'W shq~ipigi
Coill~ail model fo, Iisebe ?R1(l~i ft1(har fuelC ~MetS)~ bounldýSh)Ii) iing, 011figllrltOln tlnod~

fITh1RMA hfe cunfiguieid achiJa( 'liti wlj(Aplehii~h 69, 19,

The array results for three slug configurations presented in Table 6.9.6-9 (Appendix 6.9.6) are for 5
or 10 slugs spaced apart in a pentagonal ring (ncia5estl 1) and for 7 slugs formed by a hexagonal ring of slugs
with one slug in the center of the ring (ncia70stll). These cases are used to establish the mass loading
limitations, which in turn limit the number of slugs in the package to less than the number required to
assemble a criticai configuration.

Cases ncia5estll 1 1 _83 through ncia5estll 1 _1 _3 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-9) represent
infinite arrays of packages containing 18,287 g U without 277-4 canned spacers. For these cases, the k,,.+ 2o
values increase from 0.550 to 0.923 as the enrichment is increased from 19.0 wt % to 100.0 wt % 23'U. The
keff+ 2o = 0.923 for Case ncia5estll. 111_8_3 is below the USL of 0.925.

Cases neiaSestlI 2 1 8 3 through nci45esti1_2_1_1 3 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-9) represent
infinite arrays of packages containing 36,573 g 235U without 277-4 canned spacers. For these cases, the
keff+ 2y values increase from 0.452 to 0.806 as the enrichment is increased from 19.0 wt % to 100.0 wt %
235 U The k,,.+ 2a = 0.806 value for Case ncia5estll_1_2_8_3 does not exceed the USL of 0.925.,

At 60 wt % 2 35
U, the k er +.2a = 0.905 value for Case ncia5estll 1 2 3 3 is below the USL.

However, a restriction placed upon mass that requires that values must be < 18,287 g 211U still applies to
satisfy the subcriticality requirement for the reflected containment vessel.

Cases ncia7Ostll_1_8_3 through ncia70stll_1_1_3 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-9) represent
infinite arrays of packages containing 25,601 g U without 277-4 canned spacers. For these cases, the k,,.+ 2o
values increase from 0.530 to 1.025 as the enrichment is increased from 19.0 wt % to 100.0 wt % 235U. The
ke.+ 2o = 1.025 for Case ncia70stll 1 8 3 exceeds the USL of 0.925.

At 70 wt % 235U, the k, +2o = 0.884 value for Case ncia70stll 1 4 3 is below the USL. The
17,989 g 135U falls within the restriction placed upon mass that requires that values must be •< 18,287 g 231U

to satisfy the subcriticality requirement for the reflected containment vessel.

Cases ncia5estll2 2 2 8 3through ncia5estll 22_13 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-9) represent
infinite arrays of packages containing 36,573 g 235U with 277-4 canned spacers. For these cases, the k efl,+ 2o
values increase from 0.582 to 0.983 as the enrichment is increased from 19.0 wt % to 100.0 wt % 235U. At
80 wt % 235U, the keff + 2o = 0.909 value for Case ncia5estll 2 2 5 3 is just below the USL. Therefore, a
restriction on mass and enrichment for slug content is that for 80 wt % 23

5U, the mass of 23 U in the package
must not exceed 29,333 g as a prerequisite for the shipment of the package slug content and with 277-4 canned
spacers under a CSI = 0.0.
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Cases! ncia70stll 2 8 3 through ncia70stll2 1 3 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-9) represent
infinite arrays of packages containing 25,601 g 235U with 277-4 canned spacers. The k,,+ 2a values increase
from 0.473 to o0.914 as the enrichment is increased from 19.0 wt % to 100.0 wt % 23

1U. Therefore, the
restriction placed on mass and enrichment for slug content is that for between 80 and 100 wt % 235U, the mass
of 235U in the package must :not exceed 25,601 g as a prerequisite for the shipment of the package with slug
content and 277-4 canned spacers under a CSI = 0.0.

Cases ncfl5est112_2_8_3 through ncfl5estll 22_13 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-9) represent
a 13 x 13 x 6 array of packages for which the correspondingrounded CSI = 0.4. The k•,,+ 2o = 0.941 for
Case ncflSestll_2_2_8_3 at 100 wt % 231U exceeds the USL of 0.925. Case ncfl5estl 12_2_73 at 95 wt %
235U with k t+ 2o = 0.921 is below the USL of 0.925 to permit increasing the limit on enrichment for mass
loadings of •34.7 kg uranium metal. These CSI determinations are contingent upon satisfactory results under
the HAC evaluation (Sect. 6.6.1).

6.5.2 HEU Solid Metal of Unspecified Geometric Shapes or lIEU Broken Metal

Like packages with HEU metal, the neutron multiplication factor for arrays of packages with HEU
broken metal decreases as a function of MOIFR and increases as a function of the 235U mass. For example,
consider the ES-3 100 package loaded with three convenience cans for a total of 35,142 g 235U and no canned
spacers between content locations. The kf. + 2a values range from 1.138 to 0.913 with increasing MOIFR
[Cases nciabmtll_36_1_8_1 through nciabmtll 36 1 8 15 (Appendix 6.9.6, Table 6.9.6-11)]. The
introduction of water above -0.01 MOIFR shows the effect of isolating the individual array units from each
other. Array reactivity (kef + 2o = 0.913) approaches the reactivity of the water-saturated, water-reflected
single package Case ncsrbmtll_36 1_15 (kcff+ 2a = 0.891).

In the series of calculations using the ES-3100 package model with NCT geometry
(Cases nciabmtll 1 n m 3 through nciabmtll 36 n m 3), the enrichment of the content is varied from
19 wt % to 100 wt % . 35U. These array cases with a water fraction of MOIFR = I e-04 pertain specifically to
NCT packages where both the neutron poison of the body weldment liner inner cavity and the Kaolite are dry
(in the as-manufactured condition) and both the recesses of the package external to the containment vessel
and the interstitial space between the drums of the array do not contain any residual moisture. As stated
before, this NCT case is more reactive than all other NCT cases where more moisture is present in the Kaolite
and recesses of the package. Increased interspersed water between the containment vessels in the array will
reduce neutronic interaction between the flooded contents to a point where the packages of the array become
isolated.

Ranges of enrichment are specified in Table 6. 1 b (10 CFR 71.59) for identifying fissile mass-loading
limits for HEU broken metal. Consider specifically enrichments >95 wt % 235U. The containment vessel
calculations (Case cvr3lha 36 1 8 15 versus Case cvr3lha_36_2_8_15) indicate that 277-4 canned spacers
are required in this enrichment range, where the maximum evaluated fissile mass loading of 35,142 g 231U is
possible. However, the fissile mass loading must be limited to 2,774 g 235U (Case nciabmtll 3 2 8 3) in
order for the k,.+ 2o value (= 0.904) to be below the USL of 0.925. This fissile mass limit is conservative
when applied to enrichments only slightly greater than 95 wt % 2 35U. A reduction in the enrichment within
the range of 80 to 95 wt % 2 3 5U (Cases nciabmtll 4 2 '7 3 and nciabmtll 4_26 _3) does not result in a
sufficient reduction in the kf. + 2a from neutron absorption in 2 38U to allow for increased mass. loadings.
Therefore, the uranium mass limit remains at -2774 g' while the fissile mass loading limit decreases with the

.reduction in enrichment as illustrated in Table 6.1 b. As stated previously, these fissile mass loading limits
for a CSI = 0 are contingent upon the infinite array of damaged packages also being adequately subcritical
for HAC (Sect. 6.6.2).

This evaluation technique for determination of mass loading limits for enrichment intervals is repeated
over the range of HEU enrichments identified in Table 6.1b. At HEU enrichment <60 wt.% 235U, the
evaluated package mass loading limit of 35 kg uranium is achieved, so further delineation of fissile mass
loading limits is not required.
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Casesathmpkmr 6l1_ 111 through athmpwskr_1.6 1_1 (Table 6.9.6-23, Appendix 6.9.6) pertain
to Model 6 (Fig. 6.16, Section 6.3.1.4), where fissile material'from the homogenized core of Model 4 forms
a shell external to the core. Cases athmpkmr 6l1_i 11 through athmpkmr 6 1 1 1 represent 3 kg 235U
in the core and 0.5 kg 235U in the shell (17.5 kg total HEU at 20% enrichment) with the water content of the
Kaolite ranging from the water-saturated to the dry condition. In the subsequent series of cases, the kef,+ 2o
values decrease as HEU is moved from the core to the shell in 2.5 kg increments. Although the total HEU
of 17.5 kg greatly exceeds the 3.5 kg limit identified in the evaluation of Model 5, all k,, + 2o values are
adequately below the USL of 0.925.

6.7.4 Conclusions

Given that the results for catastrophic damage are adequately subcritical, ES-3 100 packages may be
shipped via air transport with:

• Solid or broken HEU metal with up to 700 g 235 U, or

* 3 fuel sections ("meats") of UZrHx, per loaded convenience can and up to 3 loaded cans per
package where the 2 35U does not exceed 716 g at 20% enrichment or 408 g 235U at 70%.

I cl~iic long Clad ftil dse I .ec )it d derived fi ork ma In Ilc TR IGA fuel elemeii.aiid wr erper
package (Ie iw \:c 7.16 g at 20% enrichmen~t otrA18,g ýý51 at 70%,~

6.8 BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS

6.8.1 Applicability of Benchmark Experiments

The criticality validation is specific to uranium, plutonium, and uranium-233 systems encompassing
a substantial subset of the database used to prepare the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Handbook, Volumes I-VI. The benchmark specifications are intended for use by
criticality safety engineers to validate the application of criticality calculation techniques such as SCALE 4.4a.
Example calculations presented in thehandbook do not constitute a validation of the codes or cross-section
data sets by themselves, but the Handbook information can be and has been used to validate SCALE 4.4a by
2ompetent nuclear criticality safety persons.

The data from the benchmark experiments involving uranium represent a sufficiently wide range of
enrichments and physical and chemical forms to cover many existing or presently planned activities for Y- 12.
These include enriched uranium with .3.U only and natural and depleted uranium,.as well as highly enriched
uranium, intermediate enriched uranium, and low enriched uranium. Data analyzed from critical experiments
in this validation include systems having fast, intermediate, and thermal neutron energy spectra, and they
include materials in various physical and chemical forms such as uranium metals, solutions, and oxide
compounds. With the benchmark experiments that are directly applicable to uranium systems, there is a high
level of confidence that the calculated results presented in this evaluation are sufficiently accurate to establish
the safety of the package under both NCT and HAC. This conclusion is based on the validation of the code
and cross-section library described in Sect. 6.3.3.

6.8.2 Details of Benchmark Calculations

The validation of CSAS25 control module of SCALE 4.4a with the 238-group ENDF/B-V
cross-section library is documented in Y/DD-896/R1 and Y/DD-972/Rl. Y/DD-896/R1 addresses the
establishment of bias, bias trends, and uncertainty associated with the use of SCALE 4.4a:for performance
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of criticality calculations. This~eValuation isdirectedat uranium systems consisting of fissile and fissionable
material in metallic, solution, and other physical forms, as well as plutonium and 23.Usystems, as described
in the OECD Handbook. [NEA/NSC/DOC(95)03] The focus is on comparison of lff~with the associated
experimental results for establishment of bias, bias trends, and uncertaintyas a final step. Compiled data for
1217. critical experiments are used as the basis for the calculation :models. The .calculated: results from
SCALE 4.4a using the 23 8-group ENDF/B-V cross-section library have been compared with reported results
for the benchmark experiments. Comparison of .results demonstrates that SCALE 4.4a .run on the
SAE HP J-5600 unclassified workstation (CMODB) .produces the same results within the statistical
uncertainty of the Monte Carlo calculationsas reported by the OECD for the experiments.

Y/DD-972/R I addresses determining USL and for.incorporaiing uncertainty and margin into this USL.
Y/DD-972/Rl: establishes subcritical limits determined through an evaluation of statistical parameters of
calculation results for critical experiments. The correlating parameters (i.e., mass, enrichment, geometry,
absorption, moderation, reflection) and values for applying additional margin to the subcritical limits are
application dependent. The determination of correlating parameters and additional margin is an integral part
of the process analysis for a particular application. For the critical experiment results, no correlation between
calculation results and neutron energy causing fission was found. As such, this document does not specify
"final" USL values as has been done in the past.

6.8.3 Bias Determination

The USL is based on the non-parametric statistics-based lower tolerance limit (LTL) for greater than
0.99/99% where there is a probability of greater than 0.99 that 99% of the population is greater than a.
specified result, reduced by additional margin. From Table 1 of Y/DD-972R1, the LTL combining bias and
bias uncertainty is 0.975 for uranium systems, including HEU metal, indicating a bias value of 0.025.
Ordinarily the USL would be 0.955 where an additional margin of subcriticality of 0.02 is subtracted from
the LTL of 0.975. However, guidance provided by NUREG/CR-5661 requires that the bias value of 0.025
be subtracted from 0.95 for determination of the USL, giving a value of 0.925.
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The General Atomics catalog of stock items listsapproximately 40 TRIGA fuel elements classified
into four basic types: standard element, instrumented element, fuel-follower control rod, or cluster assembly.
The TRIGA element active fuel region consists of three 5-in long sections "fuel meats" of UZrHx. The H/Z
atom ratio "x" in UZrHx equals 1.6 in all cases except for two stock items. For these cases, x = equals 1.0
and the fissile content is < 40 g 235U. The unirradiated solid form TRIGA fuel is identified as either
20 % enriched or 70 % enriched, and has dimensions and material properties specific to its design function.
Table 1.4 provides a summary description.

The fuel diameter for the 20 % enriched TRIGA elements is either 1.44 in., 1.41 in., 1.40 in., 1.37 in.,
1.34 in., or 1.31 in. The uranium composition of the fuel is 45 wt %, 30 wt %, 20 wt %, 12 wt %, and
8.5 wt %. As illustrated in Table 6.9.3.1.4-a, the TRIGA element with a maximum fissile content of
307 g 235U in 1,560 g U, 45 wt% U in UZrHx, and a H/Zr atom ratio of 1.6 has a computed fuel density of
-8.66 g/cm 3. The calculated number density (Ni) for each element or isotope is also given. The TRIGA fuel
element with a fuel diameter of 1.44 inches contains 3,466.7 g UZrHx. Further evaluation of the
manufacturers data reveals that fuel density is proportional to the uranium weight fraction. Calculated density
values are: 8.6597 g/cm3 for 45 wt% U in UZrHx, 6.8995 g/cm 3 for 30 wt% U in UZrHx, 6.2825 g/cm 3 for
20 wt% U in UZrHx, 5.9328 g/cm 3 for 12 wt% U in UZrHx, and 5.7895 .g/cm 3 for 8.5 wt% U in UZrHx.

The active fuel diameter for 70 % enriched TRIGA fuel is 1.44 inches in both the standard element
and instrumented element, and 1.31 inches in the fuel follower control rod. The uranium composition of the
fuel is 8.5 wt %. The standard element and instrumented elements contain -136 g 235U in 194 g U while the
fuel follower control rod contains -113 g 235U in'162 g U. As the calculation in Table 6.9.3.1.4-b illustrates,
the 70 wt % enriched TRIGA fuel has a computed density of -5.70 g/cm 3. The TRIGA fuel element with a
fuel diameter of 1.44 inches contains 2,282.4 g UZrHx while the element with a fuel diameter of 1.31 inches
contains 1,888.9 g UZrHx.

The clad thickness is -0.02 inches for a TRIGA fuel element with stainless steel cladding and
-0.03 inches for an element with aluminum cladding. In preparation for shipment in the ES-3 100, a TRIGA
fuel element is disassembled, the fuel meats are removed from the thin cladding and packed into convenience
cans.

Table 6.9.3.1-4a. Calculation of constituent weight-percentage values for 20 wt % enriched
uranium-zirconium hydride content in KENOV.a calculation models

Avogadro No. (N.) = 6.0221370e+23

U(ZrH,)

atom wt % x mass at. wt. calc. Ni NiA1

g

Hydrogen 0.9554 1.00780 1.6125 4.9439e+22 4.9824e+22

Zirconium 54.0447 91.21960 91.2196 3.0897e+22 2.8184e+24

u-235 19.6795 235.04410

u-238 80.3205 238.05099

uranium 45.0000 16. 237.45318 75.9535 9.8830e+21 2.3468e+24

100.0001 168.7856

summations 100.0001 9.0219e+22 5.2150e+24

At. wt molecule

Volume (cmi) 400.3200

Mass (g) 3466.66667

density (g/cm3) 8.65974

den.=(YNiAi)/No 8.65971
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Table 6.9.3.1-4b. Calculation of constituent weight-percentage values for 70 wt % enriched
uranium-zirconium hydride content in KENOV.a calculation models

Avogadro No. (N.) = 6.0221370e+23

U(ZrH0

atom wt % x mass at. wt caic. Ni N A.

Hydrogen

Zirconium

u-235

u-238

uranium

summations

At. wt molecule

Volume (cm3)

Mass (g)

density (g/cm3)

den.=("NiAi)/No

1.5894
89.9 107

70.1031

29.8969

100.0001

100.0001

1.00780

91.21960

235.04410

238.05099

235.93508

1.6125

91.2196

8.6237

101.4558

5.4148e+22 5.4571e+22

3.3841e+22 3.0870e+24

1.2370e+21 2.9184e+23

8.9227e+22 3.4334e+24

400.30

2282.3294J

5.7013
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6.9.3.2 TYPE 304 STAIN~LESS STEEL
The metallic components of the ES-3100 package are composed of type 304 stainless steel. These

include the containment vessel, the convenience cans, the drum liner, and the drum. Type 304 stainless steel
with a density of 7.9400 g/cm3 is included as a material in the SCALE Standard Composition Library.

6.9.3.3 277-4 NEUTRON ABSORBER

Catalog No. 277 dry mix is a proprietary mixture of Thermo Electron Corporation for producing a
heat-resistant shielding material which combines the most effective shielding components into a single
homogeneous composite. The shielding composite material is designed to maximize the hydrogen content
necessary for thermalizing fast neutrons for capture in the boron constituent. Widely used in nuclear power
plant applications, the heat-resistant shielding material is capable of retaining a significant portion of its
shielding properties up to 230'C (450'F). The recommended operating limit is 350'F, which is well above
HAC temperatures expected inside the body weldment liner inner cavity and canned spacers.
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5.(b) Contnts (continued)

!4) Unirradlated TRIGA fuel pellets (sections). The fuel is composed of uranium zirconium
hydride (UZr } The uranium concentration in the fuel is a nominal 8.5 weight percent, and
the maximumn H to Zr ratio in the fuel is 2.0. The maximum uranium enrichment is 70 weight
percent U-235. The fuel sections may be from any of three types of fuel elements: standard
fuel elements, instrumented standard fuel elements, and fuel. follower control rods. The

U-235 mass for standard and instrumented fuel elements is a nominal 136 grams per
element, and the U-235 mass for fuel foltower control rods is a nominal ! 12 grams per
element. Each fuel element contdirts three u~el sections, which are removed from the
cladding for transport. The fuel sections are approximately 5 inches in length; the
approximate diamater is 1.44 inches for the standard and instrumented fuel elements, and
13.31 inches for the fuel follower control rods. The fuel sections are packaged within stainless
steel or tin-plate4carbon steel convenience cans, with a maximum of three fuel sections per
convenience can. Fupl sections from different fuel elements may not be mixed within a
single convenience can. A,;maximum of three converience cans may be loaded into a singleQ package. Nýo pacers ., re quired. The maximum quiantity of fissile material per package is

"-•Jt-•T 408 grams J-235. The CS! Is 0'0.

W. The vent holes on the outer-stee4j drmshalllbe cepped c6sedb during transport and storage to
preclude entry of i;n waterrinto thej 1nulation cavit of h•e drum,

7. Content forms may not be Mibd in a sige lE S-3100 contairment vessel.

8. Any combination of convenien can sixe w i package, as long as the total height

of the can stack (inc •iin silicgne rubber pL' n spa, if required)does not exceed the inside
working height of the ntinment vessel 31 in). An•y'Y clure on the .convenience can is allowed.

9. Empty convenience cans, spaters, silicone rubber pads. and/or'stainless-steel scrubbers (Le.,
stainless steel Irimmings that act as dunnge) maybe ues. to fil- the void space in the containment
vessel. Empty convenience cans mnust hiave waminftnum 0.125 in diameter hole through the lid.

10. The contents and the convenience cans may be bagged or wrapped in polyethylene for
contamination control pr-ovided the limits of Condition No. 5.(b) are met.

11. Transport by air is not authorized, except for shipment of unirradiated TRIGA fue I as

described and limited in Condition No. 5(bX4).

12. In addition to the requirements of Subpart G of 10 CFR Part 71:

(a) The package shall be prepared for. shipment and operated in accordance with the Package
Operations in Section 7 of the application, as supplemented.

(b) Each :packge must meet the Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program of Section 8 of the

application,.as supplemented.



CoC MARKUP SUGGESTION

USA/9315/B(U)F-96
ES-3100 Package

Current CoC, Section 5.(b)(4)

(4) U-ir-adiaue IiTRIGA Fu,,el polI:,(secti.ons).. The fue! is composed Of urclkium zicorn•um
hzcride (Z'H , "vh .nium con centraion ii Ihe Niel* iý nomirai 8 I weiguh; percent,
the rnaxirm H ,o Zr rafio ir in "he fuel i 2.G. The maxrimum rI U im enic.vent is 70 ix,. 't.,
DEI,"re~t u-235. The fuel secions rony be irom, any d three typec of fuel eierments: mdsrd
fua! ý-i.ments, instrumentted standaro vzýo rmrns, and fuol lr'ower coartrol rods. The

U-235 rn-ss Ior b.ano'zrt and instrumrented fuCe; emntrS nomainal 136 gramIs pe,

ae-r,, and the U-23i5 n-,@ss for fue• ziloawe; contro, reds u nor'i,.t I 1ý 2 gnrns per
met."enft cch fueý eemeni cp 1in~-Three fual sections, which Lre rero;ed from the

cdadicng o, tra--sport. The ufi 'ections are 5poo i•eiy 5 wKhe',, in Qencgt; the
approximri: d;m e,*, cn -.44 inhes for 'he snmndard awhd irks'trC -ented fu.,e' eiem er-s, r i ':-

st-e! o, tie-p Cr' o steel convenience ns, wi th a r. -r'num of thriae [i,• .icflros per
convenience cn. ;m i sections ftom diff'eiet fuel e emert nqiy no, bDe mied w;lh'ýn a

sn'J ý'cnvefence- c••. A Ulai~nrm o! three coonvrwiýo,. cann,,may !e Jrader sg

k #scer araequired, The maxi wrmu•":.t'-' of-fi3sile raeter'3.p ppa o '. •tc is
405 9'ams U-235. The CSI is 0.0.

INSERT C

Add the following as the second paragraph of Section 5.(b)(4):

The unirradiated TRIGA fuel, as described, may also be shipped as clad fuel pellets.
Each length of clad fuel will be a maximum of 15 inches-long, plus up to 1/2 -inch of
crimped stainless steel cladding at each end. The cladding diameters are 1.48 inches for
the standard and instrumented fuel elements and 1.35 inches for the fuel follower control
rods. The clad fuel is packaged in stainless steel or tin-plated carbon steel convenience
cans. Maximum loading of any single convenience can is the equivalence of 3 TRIGA
fuel elements and maximum package loading is also the equivalence of 3 TRIGA fuel
elements. No spacers are required. The maximum quantity of fissile material per
package is 408 grams U-235. The CSI is 0.0.


